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story
We are so excited to get to know you!
Bouquets and Bowties began with a vision that every bride should have their
dream day that truly reflects personality.
We know that weddings can be overwhelming so we are here to help you navigate
the exciting process of wedding planning.
As veterans in the Charleston wedding industry our team will guide you from first
step through final send off. We are with you every step of the way and pride
ourselves on the relationships we build with each client.

A Charleston Native, Chauncey has a love for all
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things Charleston, especially weddings.Chauncey
has a true passion for creating beautiful and
unique events reflecting each of her clients
personalities.Chauncey's attention to detail and
calm, caring spirit give her the ability to embrace
every aspect of wedding planning from the vast
logistics, to the nitty- gritty of etiquette how-tos,
to the swoon worthy design detail. She believes
that every wedding should tell a different storythe story of the bride and groom!

CHAUNCEY

RILEY
Riley comes from Greenville, South Carolina.
She started with Bouquets and Bowties as an
intern and is a lead planner and designer! Her
favorite part of weddings are getting to know
the clients and seeing all the details that
reflect them come to life on their big day! Her
contagious smile and ability to handle any
problem that comes her way helps make
every wedding a success!
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HELLO FROM THE LADIES
AT BOUQUETS AND
BOWTIES!
FROM CHAUNCEY & RILEY

Congratulations on your engagement. Thank

Here at Bouquets and Bowties, we love Gummy

you for taking your time to find out more

Bears, Coca Cola to get us through wedding

about our planning services. Bouquets and

season, Champagne, anything chocolate, the

Bowties was born out of a desire to offer every

color gold and Breaking out into song and

bride at any budget the ability to have a

dance at random moments. What we really

planning team on her side through the

love is going on this adventure in wedding

planning process.

planning with each of our clients. Standing by
your side from the time you

Weddings are a labor of love. We are there to

pick your venue, to walking down the aisle and

help guide you through the planning

until we send you off at the end of the night.

process. From etiquette to logistics and

With our brides it is never goodbye but see you

anything any between we are at the ready to

soon

ensure a flawless day for you. We value that
your life doesn’t stop even though wedding

We would love the opportunity to hear more

planning starts.

about you as a bride and see how we can fit
into helping you plan your dream day. Also be
sure to check out our Instagram, Pinterest, and
Facebook for more behind the seasons images.

THE PEONY PACKAGE- FULL SERVICE
PLANNING

The Peony package is designed for the bride who wants assistance with every aspect of
the process. We immediately setup an initial consultation to learn about you as a bride
and you as a couple. We then customize the planning process around your needs, style,
taste and budget.
We provide you with access to an interactive online portal that contains check lists,
questionnaires, design boards, up to date budget, RSVP tracking and allows you to
monitor the progress of planning. We try to create streamlined methods to make
planning from near or far as seamless as possible.
As a full service client you will have unlimited access to our team throughout the
planning process. Unlimited emails, calls and face to face meetings. We will attend any
appointments you need us to attend ( all appointments must be scheduled in advance to
ensure availability). This will include tastings, dress fittings, venue meetings, vendor
meetings, etc.
We will guide you through every detail of the planning process. From vendor/venue
selection,invitations design and wording, wedding etiquette, budget development and
management, budget analysis throughout the process, event concept and design creation,
handle all direct contact with vendors on your behalf, venue walkthrough, monthly
email
updates of the planning process at minimum, catering and bar service coordination,
review of all vendor contracts, timeline and floorplan creation, finalize all vendor
payments and needs on your behalf, event rental and tent rental coordination,
accommodation management to include room block assistance, assemble and deliver

welcome bags, guests liaison to help guests with any needs that arise on the wedding day,
Wedding ceremony rehearsal coordination, direction of any day of transportation, setup
and breakdown on the day of the event, direct ceremony and reception from start to
finish, assist brides with any needs on the day of the event, timeline management to
ensure a flawless day, delivery of any venue decor, gifts or personal items to designated
location after the event. All events include and event emergency kit from first aid to
sewing to everything possibly needed in
between.
On the day of you will have your lead planner and at minimum one assistant. Depending
on the size and logistics of your event we will add additional staff at no additional charge
at our discretion. If it has to do with your wedding day as a full service client we will
handle it for you. No matter big or small.

THE HYDRANGEA PACKAGE- PARTIAL
PLANNING

The Hydrangea Package is perfect for the bride who has begun the planning process
but wants support along the way. For the partial planning package we will begin by
setting you up with access to an interactive online portal that contains check lists,
questionnaires, up to date budget, RSVP tracking and allows you to monitor the
progress of planning. We create streamlined methods to make planning from near or
far as seamless as possible.
We will also provide you with vendor recommendations and assist in creating a
budget. You will have access to our team during through email and scheduled calls
during our normal business hours. The Hydrangea package includes budget
development, budget analysis throughout the process, vendor recommendations,
venue walk through, floorplan and timeline development, contact with vendors
before the big day, review of all vendor contracts, review of event rental and tent
rental coordination, accommodation management to assist with room blocks, wedding
ceremony rehearsal coordination, decor setup on day of the wedding, coordinating
and executing the timeline on the day of for a flawless day, serve as a guest liaison to
help with any guests need during the event, direction of any day of transportation
breakdown at the end of the evening, vendor liaison on the day of the wedding, assist
bride and
groom with any needs on the wedding day, direct ceremony and reception from start
to finish, handle all breakdown at the end of the evening to ensure bride does not
incur any additional charges and receives all security deposits back. Every event also
includes an event emergency kit, everything from first aid to a sewing kit and
everything in between. If you need it on your wedding day we will have it.
On the day of you will have a lead planner and at minimum one assistant. Depending
on the size and logistics of your event we will add additional staff at no additional
charge at our discretion.

Love Letters
Client: Rebecca Anderholm
WOW - I can’t say enough good things about Chauncey and her team at Bouquets and Bowties.
Selecting Bouquet and Bowties for our destination wedding in Charleston at Lowndes Grove in
February 2019 was one of the best wedding planning decisions we made and we wouldn’t have
changed a thing about our big day. From start to finish, the team was a class act and they truly felt like
family by the end of our wedding weekend. When we were looking for a wedding planner, we were
looking for a few different qualities, all of which B&B met easily. With all the multitude of options
available throughout the Charleston area, it can be a tough decision to make. We found reviews like
this one to be critical in helping us make our decision. When looking for a planning service, we
wanted: Someone Local: Chauncey is originally from the Charleston area, and has networks across
SO many different vendors that she has been working with for years. As we were planning our
wedding from Chicago, having someone who knew the area AND all the vendors we were working
with was SO important. Someone Responsive: Chauncey responded within a few hours of our first
email asking if she had some time to meet with us during one of our first planning trips to Charleston.
She spent over an hour with us talking about our vision for our wedding and her style as a wedding
coordinator. And this was before we had even hired her! Throughout the planning process, she
responded to each and every email in SUCH a timely fashion, keeping us at ease. She was also
extremely flexible and happy to meet with us anytime we came in town, which we know is no easy
feat when you have a schedule like hers. A Variety of Packages: Bouquets and Bowties had three
different packages to choose from. We went with the middle tier package, which allowed me to be
involved in all the vendor decisions (which I wanted) but ultimately we were able to lean on Chauncey
during the planning process to get her thoughts and recommendations on everything. She also took
care of ALL our rentals flawlessly. On the day of the wedding, I didn’t have to worry about a thing.
Reasonable Pricing: We researched a few different wedding planning vendors, and Bouquets and
Bowties was easily the best value. Bouquets and Bowties pricing and packages made complete sense,
and honestly, in retrospect post-wedding, the services seem a little UNDERpriced, if anything. On the
day of our wedding, we had a team of FOUR people from B&B assisting with everything from setup,
to caring for our parents during the day, to takedown. The team spent the majority of the day before
ensuring everything at the reception was set up so on the day of they could focus on the PEOPLE,
which I think is so important to having a perfect day. Someone KIND and CALM: Chauncey is both of
these qualities x1000. I can’t speak highly enough of her and everyone on her team. She made
planning a destination wedding a piece of cake and kept a smile on during the whole process. Her
calm demeanor helped me just relax and enjoy the day! Long story short, anyone would be making an
excellent decision to hire Bouquets and Bowties as their wedding coordinator. Over a month after
our wedding, people have continued to tell us how beautiful they thought the day was, and how
smoothly everything went. One of the best decisions we made in the whole wedding planning process
was choosing to work with Bouquets and Bowties! -Becca A.

Love Letters
Danny Sherbun
Seasoned pro and a total must-have We cannot speak highly enough of Chauncey and her team.
Going into planning our destination wedding in Charleston, we hadn't really thought about hiring a
planner until we decided on Boone Hall as a venue, which required a planner. Well, that just about
saved our butts, because we're not sure if we would have definitely hired a planner and gotten the
chance to meet and work with someone as amazing as Chauncey. Right off the bat, when we
hopped on the phone with her about 9 months before the wedding, my wife and I were blown away
by her professionalism and personality. We were convinced that there wasn't a single curveball she
couldn't handle. Not to say we had anything serious pop up, but coming from Chicago, there were a
number of things we asked her team to do, that they handled with ease. And on the day of the
wedding, my wife and I had a goal to get through much of the night rather swiftly to have the
reception last as long as possible. Chauncey and her team were UNBELIEVABLE in keeping things
moving and making that happen for us. Between taking care of guests who needed to leave early
and pulling an extra corsage out of her bag when mine broke, we felt like we couldn't have been in
better hands. Over the rest of the weekend, we reflected on how hard we worked over the course
of the 10-months we spent planning ALL that goes into destination weddings, and we found
ourselves incredibly thankful to have been able to work with such great vendors, but Chauncey in
particular. Her team made a destination wedding, which could have been challenging in a number
of ways, completely effortless and helped us carelessly enjoy a day that was honestly 1000x more
than we ever thought it could have been. Massive thank you again to Chauncey and her team for
being so amazing.

Love Letters
Emilee VanAusdall
If you are looking for a wedding planner to bring your dreams to life, make your entire planning
process and wedding day COMPLETELY stress free, and to be able to thoroughly enjoy every singe
second of your big day… you HAVE to book Chauncey and her team right now. Beginning to plan a
destination wedding is a bit intimidating, but from the first time I spoke with Chauncey I
completely trusted her to plan our day. Throughout the entire planning process she was so
thorough, responsive, and turned all my visions into a reality. The day of our wedding was
absolutely flawless. If anything went wrong – I have completely no idea! I feel that our day went as
perfect as it could have gone. Every thing I threw at Chauncey and her team, they didn’t blink they
just fixed it. Like forgetting our marriage license in our hotel room (someone jumped in a car and
went to our room to get it), or forgetting the wedding rings in the bridal suite - 3 floors up(someone ran up to get them)… truly I didn’t have to worry because I knew Chauncey and her team
would fix it. Then, when I stepped outside and saw our main reception space I was completely
blown away. I could not believe that it was ours. She couldn’t have done a better job! As soon as we
stepped off the bus from our ceremony at the Gadsden House, Chauncey greeted us with our
preferred drinks. (Side note: We selected 6 different colored koozies for our reception… my drink
was in a pink koozie and my husbands was in a blue… maybe that was just by chance but I have a
feeling that THAT is how thoughtful her and her team are). We were taken to a private room to
enjoy our hors d’oeuvres and to just take a deep breath. This was so nice to have a moment just for
us. Afterwards, we were able to enjoy cocktail hour with our guests before our first dances. Once
the first dances were complete, we were able to sit and enjoy our reception food while they
brought us a plate from each station. At this point in the night, I decided I could not go on without
taking my heels off, but thankfully Chauncey and her team (who clearly thought of everything)
brought me a pair of flip-flops and took my heels up to the bridal suite and put them in my bag. For
the remainder of the night, Chauncey and her team took care of us – by us I mean everyone in our
family. She set up a special spot for my grandmother with a heater on the dance floor so she could
see, brought her food and drinks, even brought our parents food and drinks… they truly catered
and cared for all of us. As our night concluded, her team gathered all of our belongings and placed
them in the getaway car. This allowed us to enjoy every last second of our reception with our family
friends. To our surprise, when we got back to our hotel room with our things, Chauncey and her
team packed us to go boxes of our food, cake, and even a bottle of champagne! I could go on and on
about how wonderful my experience was with Chauncey and her team… but instead go book her
NOW so you can have the same wonderful and perfect wedding! My husband, our families, and I
cannot stop raving about the team of Bouquets and Bowties… from the bottom of our hearts –
THANK YOU B&B! We love each of you so much!

Love Letters
Jennifer Thomas
Getting a wedding planner was the best decision I made in the wedding planning process. For those
who think you don’t need a planner – YOU DO. Especially if you are planning a destination wedding
you need full planning, not day of coordination, not half – FULL PLANNING. Chauncey will be your
wedding wizard. She will guide you through the process and make your vision come to reality. She
knows every vendor and has great relationships with them. She is patient and quick to respond to
any of your questions and concerns. Dealing with brides is not easy - brides are psychos. I sent
Chauncey a 14-page style guide when we first met - I was out of my mind. Did she freak out? Nope,
she said we can certainly make a version of this happen. AND SHE DID! My husband turned to me
during our wedding and said “Wow, I can’t believe this is our wedding”. We heard that over and over
from guests amazed at the décor. Our wedding was incredible because of Chauncey and her team.
Extra shout-out to Riley who is the mini wedding wizard. Our wedding was not the picture-perfect
weather day you hope for, it was 38 degrees, gray, rainy and high winds. Riley was there at the crack
of dawn handling everything and reassuring me. She is a dream. In conclusion, hire Chauncey and her
team - you will not regret it. I love them like family and miss them already. If I win Powerball, we are
having a wedding every year so I can hang with them.
Brittany Watt
I HIGHLY recommend Chauncey and her team! My mom and I are type A kind of people so
throughout the planning process we probably were difficult to deal with at times but Chauncey was
so easy to work with! She developed our vision for the wedding and come wedding day everything
looked absolutely amazing and was exactly how I envisioned it! Everything was truly beautiful. One
of my biggest wishes is that we could show up our wedding weekend and my mom wouldnt have to
lift a finger. She likes to do things herself but she often stresses herself out and I wanted her to
completely relax and enjoy the weekend! And Chauncey & her team made that happen! My mom
told me the other day that the whole wedding weekend she felt at peace and just truly enjoyed the
weekend and that was my goal!! Riley was AMAZING at our Welcome Party event and went above
and beyond ensuring that we could show up and enjoy the event and not worry about set up/break
down. Throughout the wedding night, Chase and I did not have to lift a finger. Chauncey and her
team were there by our side with food, our favorite drinks, doing my bustle, hair spray, whatever we
needed! Even when a family medical emergency happened during the reception Chauncey and her
team were there to ensure that everyone was safe and that Chase and I were ok. Even through the
crisis of losing power at the venue, they worked quickly to ensure no one would even notice. People
had always told us that Chauncey puts out fires when you dont even know they exist and we
witnessed that! It truly is hard to put into words how amazing our wedding weekend was because I
am so overwhelmed by the love that was shared through everyone that weekend but I do know it
would not have been the same without Bouquets and Bowties!

